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THEY SAY, WE KNOW BLOCKCHAIN
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Blockchain en el corazón del consultor digital: 

Cuando se ha digitalizado la actividad del consultor, la 
tecnología post‐digital de blockchain aporta nuevos 
mecanismos de compensación, de protección de IP, y de 
curación de datos aptos para la aplicación de la IA. Vamos a ver 
los inicios de esta tendencia.



Blockchain and IA are POST-DIGITAL

Substitution by 
digital support

Transformation 
into a service

Value 
Management

Flexibility
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https://101blockchains.com/blockchain-in-logistics/



Afterdigital Consultants

First AI-Blockchain based 
Consulting Support System
Consulting is a growing market of  €470 
billion with poor digitization

In the digital era, consulting is laggarding its adoption
In a huge hope to update, consultants need AI and 
Blockchain for their digitization, in all post-digital 
technologies CON LA FINANCIACIÓN DE:



“I wish I’d keep my added 
value high up in this time of 

lower income because of 
competition and digitization”

Consultants fear of 
lack of leads and 
money while they 
are overburdened 
by proposals and 
reporting, a lot of 
free consulting to 
keep up with the 
market

Vision: 
Postdigital Consultancy



Consultants feel overwhelmed

Sell your (park) services while

rather much technology & science that you are unaware

Fierce clients chase

Rather lot of administrative burden

A lot of loneliness



Willrobotstakemyjob.com



Big Picture: what is next?

AI powered assistants on a blockchain to deal 
with the consulting burdens while empowering the 
consultants on connecting people and 
opportunities
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Vision: 
Post-digital Consultancy
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Simple, powerful client follow up with AI 
powered assistants

Less annoying reporting, great LTV lead 
management, proactive assistant with built-in 
knowledge of the consulting business

Pros and cons:

+ focus on customers

+ lead generation

- Person to person management



Blockchain for IP and interactions tracking
across company boundaries, with more 
control on the contributed and generated IP, 
and transparent time and value generation 
by consultants and customers

Pros and cons:
+ Transparency
+ IP protection
+ Trustable taxation

Vision: 
Post-digital Consultancy



Success is rewarded in cash or virtual currency. Balances are 
transparent and clear to all. 

When clients calls, contacts, or asks for advice, consultants get 
“paid” by Smartcontracts.

Our pEIN currency (read “pain” for picoEinstein) is accepted for 
fees or simply payments of the consultants fares

EIN = The worth of the Walter Einstein’s Knowledge

It’s the first-class consultant lifelong successful knowledge

That is why we use pEIN = 10^(-12) EIN

Implemented as ERC20 tokens

Vision: 
Post-digital Consultancy



“When you can program incentives, you can program 
people’s behavior.”

Every second, all around the world, knowledge is being exchanged 
for money. While traditionally this has been done in person, today it 
is moving into the digital space, growing at an unimaginable pace. 
Such rapid progress has brought forth its own set of challenges.
One of them is the little incentive for experts to provide consulting 
over online applications such as Skype or Slack, where there is no 
way for them to receive money for ad hoc (micro) consultations.
Afterdigital project sets out to solve this problem, as a fully 
decentralized, paid, consultation platform powered by AI and 
blockchain



Consultant’s Journey
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Consultants browse 
over their customers in 
a visual way while the AI 
propose actions like 
poking, IM, mail or call

Everything is 
tracked in 
blockchain for 
good or bad

Payments 
in pEIN             

/ ETH / €
AI+Track



pEIN supply from public funding
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Customers 
are rewarded 

in pEIN

Experts 
(private 

consultants) 
are paid in €, 
ETH or pEIN

Public 
consultants 

attend 
customers



pEIN supply from fees
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Customers 
pay in cash 

or ETH

Fees are in pEIN at 
50% discount or fully 
in the used currency

Private 
consultants 

attend 
customers



Oh NO! 
I left my Afterdigital home

I MISS IT!

The real fear 
must be:

Vision: 
Postdigital Consultancy



Thanks!

+34 674 388 894
JosepLluis.delaRosa@udg.

edu
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TECNIO Centre EASY 
Contact

Parc Científic i Tecnològic de la Universitat de Girona
Edifici Narcís Monturiol, Emili Grahït 91, 17003 Girona

www.centreeasy.com peplluis@easyinnova.com

@CentreEasy centreeasyinnova

@peplluis7

http://www.CentreEasy.com

I’m Peplluis de la Rosa. 

Feel free to contact me to 
KNOW MORE! 
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NO EMPRIS BLOCKCHAIN SI VOLS…

• EVITAR LA TRANSPARÈNCIA
• RETRASSAR LA MILLORA DE L’EFICIÈNCIA
• BLOQUEJAR LA COOPERACIÓ OPERATIVA ENTRE 

ADMINISTRACIONS, ORGANISMES, I DEPARTAMENTS
• BOICOTEJAR L’APODERAMENT DELS PROVEÏDORS
• ABARATIR COSTOS  I ELIMINAR ERRORS

I SI HO FAS, NO HO FACIS SOL!

Peplluis de la Rosa
Director del TECNIO Centre EASY
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You are 
overwhelmed

Consultants and 
advisors in the 
Scientific and Tech 
Parks…

Pain:  
The Postdigital Consultancy


